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KIMO is an international organisation for coastal municipalities.

The organisation has more than 150 members in 16 countries in Europe.
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*KIMO in the international Field*

The name of the organisation is:

Kommunenes Internationale Miljøorganisasjon (KIMO)
Local Authorities International Environmental Organisation
Mission

KIMO is committed to the development of sustainable coastal communities by:

~ Preventing pollution of the seas and coastal waters in Europe and preserving, improving and enhancing them for future generations

~ Protecting coastal communities from the impacts of marine pollution and climate change.
KIMO in the international Field

KIMO engages with the most serious environmental threats using practical, diplomatic and research based approaches:

~ Through lobbying
~ Through demonstrative projects
~ Through research
I would like to discuss four subjects:

- Air pollution from ships
- Shore Power connections for ships in harbors
- North Atlantic and Arctic Shipping Routes
- Pollution of paraffin and other cargo residues
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Airpollution from shipping
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Shore power connections for ships in harbours
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North Atlantic and Arctic Shipping Routes and exploitation of minerals
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Pollution of paraffin and other cargo residues
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We have a lot of resolution about different issues.

You can find it on the website www.kimointernational.org
Thank you for your attention

We wish you sustainable Shipping and a good conference